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Our house stood on a small mound, and great quantities of
sherds lay scattered about, but not one with incised drawings or
paintings on it to give us a clue as to origins. The cornfield itself
was very well kept, and so clean that it could be planted three times
without re-cleaning. The stalks of the first growth lay bent down
to the ground, and the second planting stood high.

By ten o'clock the rain had entirely stopped, so after having pre-
sented our hosts with some small trinkets and a beautiful chromo
print of a saint, we bade farewell. We were to return not by the
beach, but by what was said to be a much shorter way through the
forests, passing between the volcanoes of San Martin and Santa
Marta.

One of our men went ahead to find a local guide, and after some
time he returned advising that the guide would meet us along the
trail. We stopped at the given point, and while we were waiting
the rain started again with full force. For one-half of an hour we
sat patiently in our saddles, and meanwhile our guide was waiting
just as peacefully a few hundred meters further up the trail. We
found our new guide sitting on a log. He was dressed in a much
torn cotton shirt, and the pants of the same material rolled up well
above his knees. An old torn straw hat and a home-made cigar
completed his costume.

During the morning we forded several rivers, now quite full
after the recent rains, and then we started up hill. Possibly this
trail was shorter as the crow flies, but the trail along the beach had
the advantage of being horizontal for its greatest part. The trail
was vertical, up and down the walls of canlons with cool mountain
streams at their bottoms.

There have long been rumors of gold in the San Martin moun-
tains, though we were not able to trace them down. In several
places there are, on the other hand, large indications of oil in form
of asphalt seepages, also there are springs of sulphur water, and
deposits of sulphur. Cinnabar is also said to be abundant.*

The occurrence of cinnabar is of interest to the archaeologist, as
it was highly treasured by the ancient Maya, and was often used as
offerings in burials.

Well into the afternoon we reached the highest point (600
meters) and there found two trails, one leading off to the south-
east to Ocotal Grande, and the other more to the north and north-
east through Encinal Amarillo to Tatahuicipa. Just before reach-

*"Xilliams, 1832.


